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Enticing Expansion
Edible Arrangements® launches Edible To Go® to expand the
business and entice franchisees to grow. BY JANICE HOPPE-SPIERS

Edible Arrangements is known for its
fresh fruit arrangements that can be
used for a wide range of occasions.
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Edible Arrangements® International LLC is known for its fresh
fruit arrangements that continue to
generate novelty and can be used for
a wide range of occasions, from birthday gifts to anniversary gifts. The
company recently launched several
value-added initiatives that complement its core business model and
make the most of its abundant fresh
fruit supply.
“Over the past few years, our
founder and CEO Tariq Farid identified the opportunity to build on our
strong base and evolve the business
for more varied sources of growth,”
President Rob Price says. “Now Edible Arrangements, founded in 1999, is
looking beyond its teenage years for a
lifetime of expansion.”
Edible To Go® is Edible Arrangements’ new immediate consumption
concept that will help propel the company into the future with fresh fruit
smoothies, fruit salads and frozen yogurt. “You can get smoothies in a lot of
places, but it’s hard to find smoothies
that are made with 100 percent fresh,
never frozen fruit, and harder yet to
find great-tasting 100 percent fresh
fruit smoothies,” Price explains. “We
are swimming in delicious fresh fruit!
Our local stores are in a unique position to offer guests a much better flavor profile without the compromise
of using frozen fruit, artificial mix-ins
or sugary syrups.”
Frozen yogurt fits with Edible Arrangements’ core business model
because local stores can create an
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Edible To Go is the company’s new
immediate consumption concept, which has
been central to adding new franchisees.

unparalleled froyo experience only
achievable with fresh fruit. “Our
Froyo Fruit Blends ™ are really something special – we create your own
personal flavor using our premium
yogurt base, your choice of fresh fruit
puree, plus your favorite fresh fruit
and other delicious toppings,” Price
explains. “My personal favorite is

already has a menu of grab-and-go
options available including fresh fruit
salads, parfaits and chocolate Dipped
Fruit. Nearly 500 stores will also have
our expanded Edible To Go menu, including smoothies and frozen yogurt
by summer 2017,” Price notes. “We
have been doing a substantial rollout
to existing stores, and this has been

EVERY
“EVERY TIMETIME
SOMEONE

GETS AN
EDIBLE ARRANGEMENTS BOUQUET, PEOPLE STOP AND ASK WHAT IT’S ABOUT.”
blended with fresh honeydew puree
and topped with blueberries – it is
impossible to simulate that flavor in a
traditional froyo store.”
Edible Arrangements has been experimenting with to-go options for
years, but really dove in two years
ago by perfecting the operating model, equipment package and marketing strategy. “We are moving briskly.
Every Edible Arrangements store
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central to adding new franchisees.
Every new store opens with Edible To
Go and as franchisees are renewing
today they upgrade to the full Edible
To Go package.”

Appealing Investment
Edible Arrangements has always been
one of the most compelling franchise
opportunities even before Edible To
Go, Price says. “Our core business

is strong, growing and on-trend,” he
adds. “What’s exciting for new franchisees is the opportunity to participate in multiple growing markets.
The day a new owner opens a store
they are play in personal gifting, business gifting, smoothies, froyo and
fresh fruit treats.”
As existing franchisees add the full
Edible To Go menu, Edible corporate
has worked hard to ensure the new
initiatives fit into any store’s footprint. “We focused on developing a
very efficient layout that can accommodate store footprints of all shapes
and sizes. This allows the vast majority of our stores to convert in place,”
Price says.
The brand evolution to include Edible To Go created a lot of buzz and
excitement among new and existing
franchisees, Price says. “We have had
an extraordinary year,” he adds. “The
pace for new stores is substantially
higher than last year, and August was
our strongest month ever with 13 new
stores in the pipeline. Edible To Go
has renewed and strengthened interest in our franchise concept.”

Ongoing Support
Franchisees’ interest in Edible Arrangements has historically been
piqued when they receive a fresh fruit
arrangement for the first time or because of the company’s strong brand
awareness. Now, Edible Arrangements is expanding its market-level
promotion for new franchisees as it
targets new areas for growth. “We are
fortunate in that we have a business
that does its own marketing,” Price
says. “Every time someone gets an
Edible Arrangements bouquet, people stop and ask what it’s all about.”
Although each Edible Arrangements location is independently
owned and operated, Edible Arrange-
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ments has dedicated development teams to assist new
franchisees well beyond the opening of their first store.
The process begins with Discovery Day, which includes
lunch with the Edible executive team so relationships
can develop. The development team then helps franchisees select sites, negotiate leases and plan construction.
Price notes that, “Our experience in seeing the lifecycle
of 1,300 stores allows us to help franchisees avoid pitfalls and position them for long-term success.”
Field operations team members span the country
to visit franchise locations on an ongoing basis. “We
support every store opening with a physical presence
to make sure they get off on the right foot,” Price says.
“Franchisees also have access to Edible University,
housed at company headquarters, with a curriculum that
includes manager certification, as well as skill building
and continuing education opportunities about our new
products and brand standards.”
Edible Arrangements considers integrated technology
one of its main advantages. Its proprietary technology
suite includes an in-store, on-demand video-based training, a POS system that seamlessly connects to a powerful Ecommerce hub, systems to help franchisees manage
their business inventories and sales and a novel mobile
application to coordinate delivery logistics.

Edible Arrangements also recently launched a consumer app with a number of features. The app makes it
even easier for users to place an order, review their order
history, track rewards or find the perfect gift by using its
three-question Gift Finder feature.
“We see technology as a way not just to improve service, but also to enrich the customer’s experience with
our brand,” Price says. “We designed the Edible app to be
easy and fun.”
Edible Arrangements has big ambitions. It looks to amplify its core gifting business while becoming the world’s
leading smoothie player. The company also seeks to
transfer its high consumer brand awareness to become a
business gifting powerhouse. Finally, it seeks to grow its
digital and physical footprint worldwide. “We have an expanding footprint and an extraordinary product,” Price
says. “With our aggressive focus on multiple product
platforms, customer segments, and sales channels, the
future is bright for the Edible Arrangements brand and
our franchisees.”

Business-to-Business Focus
Edible Arrangements is capitalizing on its fresh fruit arrangements as a business gifting engagement tool, too.
“Our Edible For Business initiatives are a great business
solution that can help companies acquire and retain customers and employees,” Price explains. “We regularly
receive insights from our franchisees on how local businesses in their areas are using our products, and we see
large orders from a wide array of industries. Whenever
an entrepreneurial franchisee taps a new B2B channel,
we share their ‘sweet success’ throughout our franchise
system to rapidly scale the idea.”
The company says developing commercial relationships with both large national business and smaller local businesses is a central component of its ambitious
growth plan. “If a CEO has an important client pitch and
realizes that they have catering, but not a ‘WOW-worthy’
centerpiece to close that deal, we are the perfect solution,” Price says. “Business customers often require tens
or hundreds of gifts for clients, partners and employees.
We have the product and the network to meet any professional need nationwide and we can do it same-day.”
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